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its quantity. The conclusive quotations given below (from
1581 onwards) may be supplemented here by two memorable
debates held in the House of Commons in 1523 and 1621.
Both reveal clearly that even at this early date money was
not identified with wealth, and that its principal function
—to serve as an instrument of exchange—was recognized
in an unmistakable way.
dm* of        The occasion of the first debate (1523) was the Govern-
1523-       ment's demand for a tax of four shillings in the pound for a
war against France.   According to Halll, a contemporary
historian, the House answered that " the fifth part of every
man's goods is not in money nor plate. . . . The gentleman
of lands hath not the fifth part of the value in coin.    The
merchant that is rich of silk, wool, tin, cloth and such
merchandise hath not the fifth part in money.   The husband-
man is rich in corn and cattle, yet he lacketh of that sum.
Likewise victuallers and all other artificers be rich in house-
hold stuff and not in money.   And then consequently if all
the money were brought to the king's hands, then men
must barter cloth for victuals, and bread for cheese, and so
one thing for another".   Cardinal Wolsey addressed the
House.   " He showed the realm to be of great riches, first,
because the king's customs were greater now than they
were beforetime:    also he  alleged sumptuous  buildings,
plate, rich apparel of men, women, children and servants,
fat feasts and delicate dishes, which things were all tokens
of great abundance:   with which repeating of men's sub-
stance , . . the Commons greatly grudged".   The most
remarkable speech in the debate was made by Sir Thomas
More, the Speaker of the House, who supported the Govern-
ment.   " Nor is it well said of you when you object that this
will carry the money out of England and leave it in France.
, . . If you be so obstinate as to believe that making war
in a country brings money to it, do but conceive awhile that
the French had invaded us.   Would the money they brought
over, think you, enrich our country ?    Should any of us be
the better for it ? ... When you did conceive the worst
1 The Triumphaunt Reigne of Kyng Henry the VIII. (ed. 1548), fol.
cix-cx.

